125.2d* Dadiwuy ** North of Peter John River, north-west to the coast round Godijbou Point; Nyinyiwoi Island (KQ)

(Dadiwuy (prob. AIAS), Datiwuy (Sc), Dadiwi (AIAS, 'RLS' 30NAr.); probably Jatuwee, Jatiwui (Sc); Gapinj ('RLS' 47 NAr. - alt. name)

(Note: Gapinj listed erroneously in 'RLS' as an alt. name for Murru, 72NAr. with spellings given as Gabin, Kapin, Kopin)

This is the eastern dialect of the group. It claims c. 62% common vocabulary with Djambarbuyangu and 70% with Gubabuyangu.

125.2e* Marangu ** On coast south of Ramungir Bay to just south of Habgood River (called Barlkbarlkpuy) (KQ)

Marangu (Sc, AIAS, 'RLS' 41,1NAr.), Marrangu (KQ)

Northern edge of the dialect recorded by Schebeck.

125.2f* Maragulu ** Nanjiwoi Creek (known as Nandji or Bayapula, south to tip of Point Alexander, Caledon Bay area (KQ)

Maragulu (AC, AIAS, 'RLS' 1NAr.), Marrakulu (Sc)

(Note: Marangu wrongly listed as an alt. name - see 125.2e* above.)

A mala which appears to be extinct or nearly so as territory is now claimed by Djabu speakers. (KQ)

125.2g* Djabu ** Originally south-east area of Caledon Bay known as Bukudarl ('hard, clever head'); now very small area north of this, round Mt. Alexander & Waynanmera Point (KQ)
Dja-bu (AC, AIAS, SAW, O'G, 'RLS'), Djapu (Sc)

Capell recorded a 600 word list & Schebeck has material.

125.2h* Dhabuyngu ** Walirra Island (KQ) (AIAS N116E) (63NAR.)

Dhabuyngu (AIAS), Dhapuyngu (Sc), Daboingu (AIAS, 'RLS' 63NAR.)

Information in 'RLS' is corroborated. The above three constitute the southern dialect (Sc).

125.3*. c. Dhangu Sub-subgroup*

Wurm has Riraidjangu, Galbu and Wanwgiiru as the members of the third language of the Yulngu Subgroup. Schebeck & Wood add Ngayimil, Golumala and Lamami. Wood uses the general term 'Dhangu?mi' which he says is the broad term used to denote the group of clans and dialects using 'dhangu' for 'this'.

125.3a* Riraidjangu ** Virrkala, Bremer Island, east side N84 (AIAS N140) (112,2a) of Port Bradshaw to (39NAR.) Garrgarrnga River (the peninsula known as Yalangbura) (KQ)

Riraidjangu (AC, AIAS, SAW), Riraidjango (O'G, 'RLS'), Rirratjingu (Sc), Woralul (AC, AIAS N132, 'RLS' 39NAR, a Riraidjungu-speaking group now extinct - KQ); Dhan'bul' alt. name KQ)

Is a Dhuwa Moiety. Approximately 55 members of this clan live mostly at Yirrkala where they form a significant group. West recorded several tapes of music & singing in 1965.

125.3b* Lamumiri ** Cape Arnhem, called Nanydjaka (KQ) (AIAS N147) (20NAR.)

From lama type of spear + -mi (Sc)